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As latest vote count arrives in Anchorage mayorâ€™s race, Bronson and LaFrance gear up for a runoff

With just about six weeks to sway voters, both the Bronson and the LaFrance campaigns are anticipating a competitive and expensive contest.

 Zachariah Hughes, Emily Goodykoontz1 hour ago


View unofficial results from the Anchorage election

 Anchorage Daily News
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Incumbents hold wide leads in Anchorage School Board races 
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Preliminary results show voters approving all propositions except bathroom and cemetery bonds
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Mat-Su creates new challenged-book committee nominated by borough mayor

The 7-member panel is not required to include librarians â€œself-policingâ€� their book choices, some Assembly members said. Others called the decision inherently political.

 Amy Bushatz
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She wanted to improve her smile. Her life benefited in unexpected ways.

SPONSORED: Cosmetic dentistry can be a gateway to better health and a happier life. 

 Alaska Premier Dental Group
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Mat-Su Borough will no longer require business licenses
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Air Force announces new cold-climate incentive pay 
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As obesity rises, Big Food and dietitians push â€˜anti-dietâ€™ advice

Cereal maker General Mills has launched a multipronged campaign that capitalizes on the social media teachings of the anti-diet movement.

 Sasha Chavkin, Caitlin Gilbert, Anjali Tsui, Anahad Oâ€™Connor, The Washington Post
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In fundraising pitch, Iditarod says financial woes could jeopardize the race

 Claire Stremple and James Brooks, Alaska Beacon
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Alaska girls soccer powers begin season with high expectations
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When it comes to the PFD, Alaska has too many cooks in the kitchen
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Food waste prevention is possible in every Alaska community
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Remember who voted for â€” and against â€” school funding
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Support the Alaska Long Trail at BLMâ€™s public hearings

 Tony Knowles
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